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A better understanding of animal emotion is an important goal in disciplines ranging from neuroscience

to animal welfare science. The conscious experience of emotion cannot be assessed directly, but neural,

behavioural and physiological indicators of emotion can be measured. Researchers have used these

measures to characterize how animals respond to situations assumed to induce discrete emotional

states (e.g. fear). While advancing our understanding of specific emotions, this discrete emotion approach

lacks an overarching framework that can incorporate and integrate the wide range of possible emotional

states. Dimensional approaches that conceptualize emotions in terms of universal core affective character-

istics (e.g. valence (positivity versus negativity) and arousal) can provide such a framework. Here, we

bring together discrete and dimensional approaches to: (i) offer a structure for integrating different dis-

crete emotions that provides a functional perspective on the adaptive value of emotional states, (ii) suggest

how long-term mood states arise from short-term discrete emotions, how they also influence these discrete

emotions through a bi-directional relationship and how they may function to guide decision-making, and

(iii) generate novel hypothesis-driven measures of animal emotion and mood.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A better understanding of animal emotion is highly

desirable in disciplines including neuroscience, psycho-

pharmacology, pain research and animal welfare science.

To date, much animal emotion research, like Darwin’s

(1872/2009)pioneeringwritingson the subject, has focused

on ‘discrete’ emotions. Researchers have investigated how

animals respond to situations assumed to induce specific

emotional states. For example, there is a whole industry

devoted to the study of fear and anxiety, largely based on

the development of tests designed to induce these states.

This approach has yielded detailed information on candi-

date behavioural and physiological indicators of discrete

emotions (e.g. Boissy 1995; Ramos & Mormede 1998;

Forkman et al. 2007), and on their putative neural and

neurochemical substrates (e.g. LeDoux 1996; Panksepp

1998; Berridge 2003; Dalgleish 2004).

Furthermore, it has been argued that, at least in mam-

mals, there are ‘basic’ discrete emotional systems (e.g.

fear, rage, panic, play) rooted in the neural circuitry of

particular brain areas, serving specific adaptive functions,

and representing the fundamental building blocks of all

emotional reactions (Ekman 1992; Panksepp 1998). For

example, Panksepp (1998) argues that an evolutionarily

ancient ‘fear system’, linking the amygdala and peri-

aqueductal grey (PAG) of the midbrain, coordinates

coherent fear responses to challenging situations, and is

also the source of subjective feelings of fear. Other systems
r for correspondence (mike.mendl@bris.ac.uk).
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may have distinct or overlapping neurophysiological sub-

strates, and each is thought to play a causal role in

generating discrete and adaptive emotional responses to

specific challenges, facilitating survival of the animal.

The discrete emotions approach, however, has inevitably

been piecemeal, leaving some emotional states, including

positive ones (Boissy et al. 2007), under-studied. It also

lacks an overarching framework or ‘structure of emotion’

that can integrate the wide range of possible emotional

states, and provide a priori predictions, applicable across

species, for how these states are manifest, and hence

how they can be measured. Such a framework could be

offered by ‘dimensional’ theories that have become increas-

ingly prominent in the study of human emotion (Russell &

Barrett 1999; Watson et al. 1999; Carver 2001; Russell

2003). These are largely based on reports of subjective

emotional experiences and the temporal relationships

between different reported states, and suggest that these

states can be represented as locations in two- or three-

dimensional space (figure 1). Different theories propose

slightly different dimensional axes, but a ‘valence’

dimension or dimensions (positivity/negativity) is central

to all. Some theorists argue that these dimensions, and

not basic emotions, are the core building blocks of all

emotional experience, are underpinned by specific brain

systems and serve important adaptive functions such as

the control of approach and avoidance behaviour (e.g.

Watson et al. 1999; Carver 2001; Posner et al. 2005;

Barrett 2006; Barrett et al. 2007).

There is ongoing debate between proponents of the

discrete/basic and dimensional views of emotion (e.g.

Ortony & Turner 1990; Ekman 1992; Barrett 2006;
This journal is q 2010 The Royal Society
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Figure 1. Core affect represented in two-dimensional space.
Words in italics indicate possible locations of specific
reported affective states (including discrete/basic emotions).
Positive affective states are in quadrants Q1 and Q2, and
negative states in quadrants Q3 and Q4. Arrows indicate

putative biobehavioural systems associated with reward
acquisition and the Q3–Q1 axis of core affect (green), and
punishment avoidance and the Q2–Q4 axis of core affect
(red). Adapted from Russell (e.g. Russell & Barrett 1999)
and Panksepp (e.g. Burgdorf & Panksepp 2006).
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Izard 2007; Panksepp 2007). It is not our aim to argue in

support of one or other. Rather, we believe that they can

be brought together to provide a conceptual framework

for studying animal emotions that: (i) offers a structure

for integrating disparate discrete emotions, providing a

functional perspective on the adaptive value of different

emotional states, (ii) suggests how ‘free-floating’ mood

states arise from short-term emotional responses to

events, and how they may function to guide decision-

making, and (iii) yields novel hypothesis-driven measures

of animal emotion.

In developing this framework, we aim to bring together

and build upon the ideas of many other researchers

of human and animal emotions (e.g. Lang et al. 1990;

Cabanac 1992; Gray 1994; Panksepp 1998; Cacioppo

et al. 1999; Russell & Barrett 1999; Watson et al. 1999;

Nesse 2000, 2004, 2005; Carver 2001; Ellsworth &

Scherer 2003; Rolls 2005; Nesse & Ellsworth 2009). We

start by outlining the dimensional approach, which has

received limited attention in animal emotion research

(but see Gray 1994), then briefly summarize some

disagreements between discrete and dimensional theorists

before suggesting how the two approaches may be

brought together. We end by considering implications

for the assessment of animal emotion, including the

development of new measures that may be particularly

useful for assessing long-term mood states.
2. A DIMENSIONAL VIEW OF THE STRUCTURE
OF EMOTION: CORE AFFECT
(a) Core affect and subjective emotional experience

Emotions interest us because of their distinctive con-

scious manifestation—the feelings of joy, relief, anxiety
Proc. R. Soc. B (2010)
or depression. The conscious subjective experience of

emotions is what we are ultimately concerned about

when we consider human and animal welfare, and it is

these subjective experiences that define the field of

emotion research. In humans, the ‘gold standard’, albeit

indirect, method for measuring these experiences is lin-

guistic self-report. Statistical analyses of these reports

suggest that emotions can be defined in terms of two

fundamental underlying dimensions (e.g. Stanley &

Meyer 2009). Emotional experiences are valenced—they

are perceived as positive or negative, rewarding or

punishing, pleasant or unpleasant—neutral states are

not emotional states. Emotional experiences also vary in

reported activation or arousal. For example, the states

of elation and contentment are both positively valenced,

but the former involves a higher degree of arousal than

the latter.

Subjective experiences that can be characterized in

terms of these valence and arousal dimensions have

been labelled core affect (Russell 2003; Barrett et al.

2007). They can be represented in two-dimensional

space as shown in figure 1. Positive affective states lie in

the right half of this space (quadrants Q1 and Q2), and

negative affective states in the left half (Q3 and Q4).

Core affect can thus be conceptualized as the funda-

mental subjectively reportable manifestation of any emotion

or mood state, and core affect space provides us with

a way of conceptualizing the structure of subjective

emotional experiences. Discrete emotions such as fear,

sadness and happiness are located somewhere in this

space, although their location per se does not fully encap-

sulate their subjective qualities. For example, a highly

aroused negatively valenced state (Q4) accompanied by

an urge to flee may characterize fear while a state of the

same valence and arousal accompanied by an urge to

attack may characterize anger.

The core affect concept is rooted in an understand-

ing of the subjective experience of emotion. While this

may lie at the heart of our interests in animal emotion,

it raises challenges given that direct measurement of

subjective states in another human, let alone another

species, is not currently possible. However, the reported

subjective experiences of core affect in humans are

accompanied by neural, behavioural, physiological and

cognitive changes, such as alterations in brain activity,

facial expressions, heart rate and attention to threat.

These changes can be measured objectively. Together

with subjective experience, they make up the components

of emotional or affective states. Researchers can study

these measurable components of animal emotions,

and attempt to identify those components that are

reliably associated with particular locations in core

affect space.

Of course, even if we can use measurable components

of emotional responses to locate an animal’s position in

core affect space, we cannot be certain that they experi-

ence the conscious component too. Whether or not, and

to what extent, different species experience conscious

affective states remains an area of intense and unresolved

debate (e.g. Wemelsfelder 1997; Macphail 1998; Baars

2001; Rolls 2005). For the purposes and scope of this

paper, however, we must leave this to one side, discussing

animal emotions as states that may or may not be

experienced consciously.
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(b) Acquiring rewards and avoiding punishment:

a functional view of core affect

Could animals have states that equate to core affect

(regardless of whether these are consciously experi-

enced)? We think this is plausible because of the likely

evolutionary advantage of systems that can represent the

organism’s overall experience of reward and punishment.

Emotional states occur in response to stimuli or situations

that are actually, or potentially, rewarding or punishing.

Reward and punishment thus lie at the heart of all

emotional states and determine emotional valence (e.g.

Lang et al. 1990; Gray 1994; Cacioppo et al. 1999;

Watson et al. 1999; Carver 2001; Rolls 2005; Barrett

et al. 2007; Nesse & Ellsworth 2009). Inherently reward-

ing or punishing stimuli include those that enhance

fitness (rewards—food, water, shelter, mates, etc.) and

those that threaten fitness (punishers—predator attack,

thermal damage, etc.). The affective responses of differ-

ent animal species to these stimuli are thought to have

developed over evolutionary time, and to act as proximate

mechanisms guiding and coordinating the organism to

achieve two principal survival goals: maximizing acqui-

sition of fitness-enhancing rewards and minimizing exposure

to fitness-threatening punishers (e.g. Rolls 2005; Burgdorf

& Panksepp 2006; Nesse & Ellsworth 2009).

Position in core affect space is widely believed to reflect

this functionality. Theoretical and empirical studies

suggest that positive high arousal affective states in quad-

rant Q1 (e.g. excitement, happiness) are associated with

appetitive motivational states, and function to facilitate

seeking and obtaining rewards (Cabanac 1992; Carver

2001; Custers & Aarts 2005; Rolls 2005; Burgdorf &

Panksepp 2006). In contrast, negative low arousal states

in Q3 (e.g. sadness, depression) are associated with

experiences of loss or lack of reward, and may promote

low activity and conservation of energy in conditions

where resources are lacking (Nesse 2000). Thus, affective

states along the Q3–Q1 axis appear to be related primar-

ily to acquiring fitness-enhancing rewards, and the

success or otherwise of this endeavour (figure 1). Several

researchers propose that an individual’s position along

this axis may be associated with the activity of underlying,

perhaps primitive, biobehavioural systems (‘positive acti-

vation’, ‘behavioural activation’ (BAS) or ‘approach

process’ systems; Gray 1994; Watson et al. 1999; Carver

2001) concerned with the control of approach behaviour

and resource acquisition. The mesolimbic dopaminergic

system and its role in appetitive and ‘wanting’ behaviours

may be an important neural substrate of such systems

(Berridge 1996, 2007; Panksepp 1998; McNaughton &

Corr 2008). In humans, activation of left anterior cortical

areas may also reflect enhanced activity of these systems

(Davidson 1998; Davidson & Irwin 1999).

Negative high-arousal affective states in quadrant Q4

(e.g. fear) are thought to be principally associated with,

and to coordinate appropriate responses to, the presence

of threat or danger (Gray 1994; Carver 2001; Rolls

2005; Burgdorf & Panksepp 2006). In contrast, positive

low-arousal affective states in Q2 (e.g. calm, relaxed)

are associated with experience of low levels of threat

(Carver 2001), perhaps facilitating the expression of

maintenance, consolidation and recovery activities. Affec-

tive states along the Q2–Q4 axis thus appear to be

primarily related to the need to avoid fitness-threatening
Proc. R. Soc. B (2010)
punishers (figure 1). An individual’s position on the

Q2–Q4 axis is principally determined by the perceived

presence of danger or threat, and has been associated

with the activation of underlying biobehavioural systems

(‘negative activation’, ‘fight flight flee system’ (FFFS),

‘avoidance process’; Gray 1994; Watson et al. 1999;

Carver 2001) that have evolved to facilitate the avoidance

ofpunishment.Gray (1994)also suggests that a ‘behavioural

inhibition system’ (BIS) underpins anxiety states in con-

ditions of conflicting threat/reward; see McNaughton &

Corr 2008). Brain structures including the PAG,

amygdala, anterior cingulate and ventral prefrontal

cortex may form the neural substrate of such systems

(McNaughton & Corr 2008). In humans, activation of

the right anterior cortical areas may also reflect enhanced

activity of these systems (Davidson 1998; Davidson &

Irwin 1999).

In summary, position in core affect space appears to be

functionally related to the experience of success or failure

in acquiring rewards and avoiding punishment, and bio-

behavioural systems have evolved to serve these two

fundamentally important activities. It is worth mention-

ing that some states (e.g. severe depression) may

sometimes be the result of brain pathologies unrelated

to experience or, while reflecting the organism’s experi-

ences, may be so extreme as to have limited functional

value to the organism (i.e. represent a non-adaptive side

effect of the proximate mechanisms involved). The

border between functionality and pathology in states

such as severe depression remains a topic of much

debate (Nesse 2000).
3. INTEGRATING DISCRETE AND DIMENSIONAL
APPROACHES
A major disagreement between proponents of discrete

and dimensional approaches relates to the relative primacy

of discrete emotional systems or dimensional core affect

systems in generating felt emotional states. Core affect

theorists propose that ongoing core affective state

(valence and arousal) is combined with evaluations or

appraisals of current context/environmental conditions

to generate a subjective state that can be described in dis-

crete emotion terms (e.g. Barrett 2006). The experience

of specific emotions is thus a product of core affect and

not vice versa. Discrete/basic emotion theorists take the

opposite view and argue that core affect emerges as a cog-

nitive ‘distillation’ of the overall affective impact of the

experience of specific emotions (e.g. Panksepp 2007;

see also Tellegen et al. 1999). Given that there is psycho-

logical, neural and behavioural evidence for both types of

system, an alternative view is to hypothesize that both sys-

tems may be present in humans and many animals, that

they interact in some way and that they serve different

functions. Such a synthesis has been proposed by,

among others, Panksepp (2007) and Izard (2007) and

we develop it further here.

We first briefly consider the causes and functions of

discrete emotions. We then suggest that: (i) core affective

components of discrete emotions and other affective

states provide a ‘common currency’ that may function

to prioritize actions, (ii) discrete emotions, generated by

events, influence position in core affect space, (iii) cumu-

lative experience of location in core affect space underlies
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longer term mood, and (iv) core affect mood states can, in

turn, influence decision-making and discrete emotions.

Thus, a bi-directional relationship between discrete

emotion and core affect systems is proposed.
(a) Causes and functions of discrete emotions

Discrete emotions arise in response to anticipation or

experience of rewarding or punishing events. They are

thus event-focused (or object-focused) and usually

short-lasting. Appraisal theorists suggest that a process of

‘stimulus checks’ of a number of key characteristics (e.g.

valence, predictability, familiarity) of eliciting circum-

stances generates emotions (Ellsworth & Scherer 2003).

For example, appraisal of a stimulus as intrinsically

unpleasant (punishing), sudden, unpredictable and unfa-

miliar is likely to induce a ‘fear’ (Q4) emotion (Scherer

2001). In humans, situations may be appraised in numer-

ous ways depending on, for example, the characteristics of

the situation and the subject’s previous experiences and

current motivations. Consequently, appraisals may result

in many different emotional states, including varied nuan-

ces of discrete emotions (Ellsworth & Scherer 2003).

Human appraisals may involve cognitive processes such

as memory (underpinning familiarity/novelty appraisals)

and anticipation (underpinning appraisals of predictabil-

ity), but they can also be simple, rapid and ‘automatic’

(subconscious; Zajonc 1980; Grandjean & Scherer

2008). It is thus conceivable that similar processes occur

in animals (Desiré et al. 2002), and act to trigger discrete

emotional states which engage specific neurobehavioural

systems.

These discrete emotion systems probably function to

organize short-term responses to the eliciting circum-

stances, recruiting appropriate physiological resources,

motivating relevant behaviours and thus facilitating the

organism’s immediate survival (e.g. Frijda 1994; Rolls

2005). Different discrete emotion systems have evolved

to deal with different types of challenge. For example,

Panksepp (1998) postulates that a distinct ‘panic’/‘separ-

ation distress’ system functions to maintain social bonds

between separated individuals by triggering vocalization

and search behaviour.
(b) Discrete emotions, sensations and motivations

have core affective characteristics that may

function as a common currency in decision-making

Discrete emotions have an underlying valenced struc-

ture—this is what characterizes them as part of the

affective/emotional system—and can thus be located in

core affective space. Other states such as sensations and

motivations also share these characteristics. Physical sen-

sations mediated by direct neural connections between

the sensory apparatus (e.g. receptors for touch, taste,

smell) and the brain can be inherently rewarding or pun-

ishing and hence also located in core affect space. For

example, a taste may give rise to a positively valenced

affective response of ‘pleasure’ that may be located at

some point in the Q1 quadrant and function to influence

subsequent wanting of the stimulus (Berridge 2007).

Wanting states—motivation for a specific reward—can

also be located in core affect space. They are determined

by internal changes reflecting current physiological need,

and external stimuli that have become strongly associated
Proc. R. Soc. B (2010)
with reward through the animal’s developmental or evol-

utionary past, and, in humans, can be experienced

as high-arousal positive states (Q1) associated with

reward-seeking behaviour.

Location in core affect space thus represents a common

currency (cf. McNamara & Houston 1986; Cabanac 1992;

Spruijt et al. 2001) that may function to allow compari-

sons and trade-offs between disparate discrete emotions,

sensations and motivations when behavioural decisions

are being made. For example, a hungry and thirsty

animal needs to be able to weigh up the relative reward

values of searching to obtain food or water at any one

time, and also to calculate when searching behaviour

becomes too dangerous because of heightened threats

from punishers such as predator attack. Emotions and

motivations can only be made use of in such ‘expected

utility’ type decisions if they incorporate the core affective

feature of valence that can function as a common

currency (cf. Cabanac 1992).
(c) Discrete emotions and other states influence

location in core affect space

Following from the above, discrete emotions, sensations

and motivations can be conceptualized as generating

short-term changes in an animal’s location in core affect

space. For example, the onset of feeding motivation

may involve the animal moving towards an aroused, posi-

tive, seeking state (Q1). Detection of a food item may

then lead to a higher arousal state of excitement with suc-

cessful capture of prey perhaps leading to a temporary

state of elation (Q1), followed by a lower arousal consum-

matory state of sensory pleasure during eating and an

even lower arousal post-consummatory positive state of

contentment or satisfaction (Q2). On the other hand, fail-

ure to detect or obtain a food item may initially lead to a

temporary high-arousal negative state of frustration (Q4),

which may then subside to a lower arousal negative state

of disappointment or sadness (Q3). These trajectories,

related to the acquisition of fitness-enhancing rewards

(one can imagine similar trajectories related to the

search for mates, positive social interactions, etc.), are

illustrated in figure 2. Although, as discussed earlier,

they tend to inhabit the Q3–Q1 axis, it is clear that rela-

tive success or failure can lead to states in the Q2 and Q4

quadrants too.

The appearance of a fitness-threatening stimulus can

intrude into these reward acquisition cycles at any time

and rapidly shift the animal’s position in core affect

space into the Q4 quadrant of high-arousal negative fear

and anxiety states (figure 2). These states are associated

with appropriate responses to danger aimed at avoiding

punishers. Successful responses will result in the removal

of threat and a lower arousal positive state of relief or calm

(Q2). Such trajectories, related to the avoidance of fitness

reduction, thus primarily inhabit the Q2–Q4 axis and,

owing to their potentially life-threatening sequelae, gener-

ally assume primacy over Q1–Q3 states associated with

the acquisition of fitness-enhancing rewards (e.g.

Haselton & Nettle 2006; cf. Dawkins & Krebs 1979).

In this view, movement through core affect space is

driven by discrete emotions, sensations and motivations,

and represents the organism’s experiences of success

and failure in acquiring rewards and avoiding punishers.
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Figure 2. Hypothetical examples of how an organism’s core
affective state may change with time. The right-hand green
loop represents changes during successful cycles of reward
acquisition. The left-hand green loop represents changes

when reward acquisition is unsuccessful. The red line rep-
resents changes in response to the presence (quadrant Q4)
or successful avoidance (Q2) of threats or punishers. See
text for details.
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We suggest that it forms the basis for longer term

mood states.
(d) The causes of longer term core affect ‘mood’

states

In humans, core affective states do not only occur in

response to specific events or stimuli. They also occur

in the absence of, and without being directed at, any par-

ticular object. In this case, they are usually referred to as

free-floating moods. Moods are typically longer lasting

than discrete emotions, sensations or motivations, and

are a relatively ‘pure’ form of core affect, lacking the

action tendencies and appraisal-induced responses to

emotion-eliciting situations that characterize discrete

emotions. They include longer term states of ‘happiness’

or ‘sadness’ and, in their more extreme forms, states such

as chronic anxiety (Q4) or depression (Q3) or mania

(Q1). At any one time, an individual’s core affective

state can be conceptualized as a combination of their

longer term background mood state and their reactions

to current emotion-inducing events. Thus, a chronically

anxious individual may experience temporary states of

positive affect under certain circumstances (e.g. when

eating a particularly delicious meal) despite their ‘back-

ground’ state of anxiety. Consequently, ongoing mood

states may be most easily revealed when an individual is

not currently exposed to strong emotion-inducing events

(which may lead to ‘ceiling-effect’ responses that mask

background mood state) or when novel or ambiguous

events occur whose affective salience is not immediately

apparent. They can be conceptualized as the background

core affect state that the individual will revert to when

specific emotion-inducing events are absent.

In our view, mood states probably reflect a cumulative

function of the experience of shorter term emotional

episodes (e.g. discrete emotions, sensations, motivations).
Proc. R. Soc. B (2010)
For example, if an animal is in an environment in which it

experiences frequent threatening events, and hence its

emotional state is often in the Q4 quadrant, it may

develop a longer term high-arousal negative mood state

that mirrors this cumulative experience. If it is frequently

successful at avoiding these events, or it is in a generally

safe environment, a longer term low-arousal positive

mood state (Q2: ‘relaxed’/‘calm’) may result. On the

other hand, if it is in a plentiful environment and success-

ful at acquiring fitness-enhancing rewards, it is likely to

exhibit a mood state that is centred on the Q1 quadrant,

whereas a low-resource environment and failure to

acquire rewards will lead to a predominantly Q3 mood

(cf. Carver 2001).

In relation to the trajectories shown in figure 2, we pro-

pose that mood states can be likened to a ‘running mean’

of positions occupied within core affect space over a pre-

ceding time period, and thus continually (albeit slowly)

change as the result of novel events and experiences.

This view of mood states as representing past experience

chimes with the findings that, for example, chronic

anxiety and depression states usually arise from exposure

to specific environmental and emotional circumstances

(e.g. chronic stress, major life events; e.g. Eysenck et al.

2006; Young & Korszun 2009).

At a neural level, the above proposal requires that there

is cross-talk between the activity of discrete emotional sys-

tems (e.g. sub-cortical structures such as the PAG) and

those that become activated across a broad range of

rewarding or punishing events (e.g. BAS/BIS/FFFS).

Widely dispersed neuromodulatory systems (e.g. dopa-

minergic, serotonergic, noradrenergic, opioidergic)

appear to be prime candidates for the latter reward/pun-

ishment systems (Gray 1994; Burgdorf & Panksepp

2006; Berridge 2007; Leknes & Tracey 2008), and it is

possible that they, and higher cortical areas (e.g. anterior

cingulate cortex, orbitofrontal cortex), somehow integrate

or distil the activity of discrete emotion systems across

time in terms of overall positive and negative experience

(cf. Spruijt et al. 2001; Panksepp 2007). Differences in

the sensitivity of such systems, whether determined by

genetic or experiential factors, may underlie individual

predispositions to particular mood states (Corr 2008).
(e) Functions of mood states: their influence on

decision-making, appraisals and discrete emotions

We suggest that mood states provide information about

the type of environment the organism is living in—the

presence (or probability) of threats and reward opportu-

nities—and how well it is coping (see also Carver 2001,

2003; Prinz 2004). This information plays an important

role in guiding animals’ decisions when appraising new

situations or stimuli, especially if there is a degree of

ambiguity in their potentially rewarding or punishing con-

sequences (Davidson 1994; Mendl et al. 2009). For

example, if an individual is living in an environment

where it has experienced high levels of threat, its mood

state has a greater likelihood of being in the Q4 quadrant.

In such an environment where probability of danger is

high, it would make adaptive sense to appraise ambiguous

stimuli such as a rustle in the grass as more likely to pre-

dict a negative event (e.g. predator), and hence to take

safety-first avoidant action, in comparison to an



Table 1. Postulated links between prevailing environmental conditions (in terms of reward acquisition opportunities and

threat of punishers), resulting predominant core affective mood state (quadrants Q1–Q4) and biases in expectation of
rewarding (þve) or punishing (2ve) events (�, increased expectation; �, decreased expectation) that drive optimistic or
pessimistic decision-making. See text for details.

low reward-opportunity
environment (leads to Q3 state)

‘intermediate’ reward-
opportunity environment

high reward-opportunity
environment (leads to Q1 state)

low-threat environment
(leads to Q2 state)

Q2/Q3,
� expect. of 2ve,
� expect. of þve

Q2,
� expect. of 2ve,

‘optimism about 2ve’

Q1/Q2,
� expect. of þve,
� expect. of 2ve,

‘full optimism’

‘intermediate’-threat
environment

Q3,
� expect. of þve,
‘pessimism about þve’

‘neutral state’,
no (or baseline) bias

Q1,
� expect. of þve,
‘optimism about þve’

high-threat environment
(leads to Q4 state)

Q3/Q4,
� expect. of þve,
� expect. of 2ve,

‘full pessimism’

Q4,
� expect. of 2ve,

‘pessimism about 2ve’

Q1/Q4,
� expect. of þve,
� expect. of 2ve
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individual living in a low threat environment with a mood

state in the Q2 quadrant for whom a negative judgement

is likely to result in wasted time and energy (Nesse 2005).

Different responses to ambiguity may also be observed

in individuals whose background mood state is predomi-

nantly in quadrant Q1 (resulting from experience of an

environment with high probability of opportunity for gaining

fitness-enhancing rewards) or Q3 (experience of low reward-

opportunity environments). Those in Q1 are likely to

benefit from judging ambiguous stimuli as indicating a

positive event (e.g. prey), thus facilitating reward-seeking

behaviour, relative to those in Q3 mood states who may

benefit from inhibiting reward-seeking behaviour in

order to conserve energy until environmental conditions

change (Nesse 2000).

Thus, we suggest that Q1 moods are associated with

decisions appropriate to high reward-opportunity

environments, reflecting a high ‘expectation’ of positive

events, and Q2 moods with decisions reflecting low

expectation of negative events. These can be termed ‘opti-

mistic’ biases in decision-making (e.g. judging ambiguous

stimuli positively). Conversely, Q3 moods are associated

with low expectation of positive events and Q4 moods

with high expectation of negative events (‘pessimistic’

biases). Clearly, environments may not be as simple as

this. Some complexity can be added by considering com-

binations of environments with low, intermediate and

high probabilities of opportunity and threat to generate

a broader range of predictions linking experience of

environment, mood and expectations/decision-making

as indicated in table 1.

Consistent with these ideas, there is a large body of

research with humans showing that background mood

state does indeed appear to influence decision-making

(e.g. Schwarz & Clore 1983; Bechara et al. 2000;

Loewenstein et al. 2001), including in ways similar to

those predicted. People in negative states tend to judge

ambiguous stimuli negatively (e.g. MacLeod & Byrne

1996). They also more readily attend to threatening

stimuli and recall negative memories than people in posi-

tive mood states (see Mineka et al. 1998; Mogg & Bradley

1998). Furthermore, there is evidence that people with a

long-term tendency towards (trait) anxiety and/or current
Proc. R. Soc. B (2010)
(state) anxiety (Q4) judge ambiguous stimuli as more

likely to be negative, while people in states of sadness or

depression (Q3) judge them as less likely to be positive

in line with predictions outlined above (e.g. MacLeod

et al. 1997; Stober 2000; MacLeod & Salaminiou

2001). There is also evidence that people in positive

moods show optimistic forms of these so-called ‘cognitive

biases’ (e.g. Nygren et al. 1996).

Mood state may thus act as a heuristic device influen-

cing cognitive processes and facilitating appropriate

decision-making behaviour. Because appraisals of situ-

ations/events may themselves involve cognitive

processes, mood states can therefore also affect these

appraisals and the resulting short-term emotional

responses. The causal link between short-term discrete

emotions and longer term core affect mood is thus bi-

directional. It is possible to envisage positive feedback

loops in which, for example, a Q4 mood state enhances

anticipation of negative events and negative interpretation

of ambiguity, and this leads to further negative short-term

emotional experiences which, in turn, intensify the Q4

mood. Such processes are implicated in the aetiology of

chronic anxiety and depression in humans (Beck 1967,

2008). In the natural environment, they may function to

help animals escape from or cope with difficult or threa-

tening conditions (Nesse 2000), until circumstances

change and the experience of more positive events leads

to a gradual alteration in mood state.
4. IMPLICATIONS FOR THE MEASUREMENT
OF ANIMAL EMOTION
Discrete emotion approaches rely on identifying situ-

ations or tests that are assumed to induce a particular

emotional state and then measuring behavioural and

physiological responses as putative indicators of that

state. Such tests may be quick to carry out and, if they

accurately identify naturalistic situations that reliably

induce a particular state, they may be very useful and eco-

logically valid. However, there are also some

disadvantages to this ad hoc approach. For example,

different individuals may perceive (appraise) the same

situation differently, and different situations thought to
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induce the same emotion may not do so. This will

decrease the likelihood that consistent behavioural and

physiological responses are detected. Indeed, in the

extensive literature on fear testing, studies sometimes

find good cross-test agreement in how they rank order

individuals (i.e. in terms of ‘fearfulness’), but disagree-

ment is common (e.g. Ramos & Mormede 1998; Miller

et al. 2006; Forkman et al. 2007) and behavioural and

physiological responses often vary considerably across

tests which are all ostensibly designed to measure fear

(e.g. Forkman et al. 2007).

One potential solution to this problem is to develop a

priori hypotheses, based on the conceptual framework

outlined above, for the types of event or situation that will

generate affective states in each of quadrants Q1–Q4. At

a simple level, we can hypothesize that Q1 states occur

when a reward is signalled or presented, Q4 states occur

when a punisher is signalled or presented, Q3 states

occur when a reward is removed or omitted and Q2 states

occur when a punisher is removed or omitted (Rolls

2005). Thus, if we can accurately identify species-relevant

rewarding and punishing stimuli, we can measure behav-

ioural and physiological responses to their presentation

or removal and identify those responses, or response

profiles, that occur reliably and hence may be good indi-

cators of the corresponding affective state (e.g. Reefmann

et al. 2009).

Of particular relevance to the measurement of free-

floating mood states that exist in the absence of specific

situations or events, we can use the a priori predictions

summarized in table 1 for how expectations of rewarding

or punishing events, and related decision-making, are

likely to be associated with an organism’s position in

core affect space. For example, we would predict that

individuals that show enhanced expectation of negative

events will be in a Q4 state, while individuals that show

decreased expectation of positive events (a different type

of pessimism) will be in a Q3 state. There is thus the

potential to use objective and quantifiable measures of

these affect-induced cognitive biases as indicators of the

more elusive affective states that influence them. Further-

more, as mentioned previously, mood-dependent

cognitive biases are likely to influence appraisals of

emotion-inducing stimuli and hence the resulting short-

term emotions (e.g. negative cognitive biases may

underlie a negative appraisal of an event). Consequently,

short-term emotional responses (e.g. behavioural and

physiological changes identified as described in the pre-

ceding paragraph) may vary in animals exposed to the

same event, but experiencing different background

mood states, and hence themselves be a useful indicator

of underlying mood.

We have recently developed assays of cognitive bias in

animals and started to investigate whether manipulations

designed to alter affective states (e.g. living in an unpre-

dictable or threatening environment) are linked to

cognitive bias in the ways predicted, and as in humans

(Paul et al. 2005). Our ‘judgement bias’ task (first devel-

oped by Harding et al. 2004) involves training an animal

to perform a particular response (e.g. press left lever)

when presented with a particular stimulus (e.g. tone A)

to obtain a positive outcome (e.g. food), and to perform

a different response (e.g. press right lever) when pre-

sented with a different stimulus (e.g. tone C) to avoid a
Proc. R. Soc. B (2010)
relatively negative outcome (e.g. no food; noise). The

subject is then presented with intermediate, ambiguous

stimuli (e.g. tone B), and we hypothesize that, for

example, animals in a positive emotional state (Q1/Q2)

will be more likely to judge these stimuli as predicting

the better outcome (e.g. by pressing the left lever; an opti-

mistic judgement bias), compared with animals in a

negative state (Q3/Q4). Recent studies of species includ-

ing rats (Harding et al. 2004; Burman et al. 2008, 2009;

Enkel et al. 2010), sheep (Doyle et al. 2010), starlings

(Bateson & Matheson 2007; Matheson et al. 2008),

rhesus monkeys and dogs (see Mendl et al. 2009 for a

review) have found evidence in support of these hypoth-

eses, indicating that this new approach for assessing

emotional state in animals holds promise.

To date, the studies have not systematically looked for

differences in judgement bias that would discriminate

between, for example, different types of positive

(Q1 versus Q2) or negative (Q3 versus Q4) states, but

the approach has the potential to do this. It adds to exist-

ing behavioural and physiological measures of animal

emotion (e.g. open field; forced swim; sympathetic-

adrenal or hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal activity) and

addresses some of the problems with these, including:

(i) that they may reflect arousal but not valence (e.g.

heart rate and alertness/activity may increase in high-

arousal positive and negative situations and hence fail to

distinguish Q1 and Q4 states), (ii) a lack of theoretical fra-

meworks and a priori hypotheses for many measures

resulting in post hoc interpretations and presenting a

barrier to easy transfer of measures between species, (iii)

a lack of measures of positive affective states, and (iv) a

lack of measures of free-floating mood state owing to a

focus on object-based discrete emotions (Paul et al. 2005).
5. CONCLUSIONS
Does the conceptual framework outlined here help us to

better understand and assess affective states in animals?

We believe it does in a number of ways.

The framework is grounded in an understanding of the

structure of core subjective affective states in humans. It

thus links what we are ultimately interested in but cannot

yet investigate directly—subjective affective experience—

with biologically relevant and tractable phenomena and

concepts. This allows predictions to be made about the be-

havioural, physiological and cognitive changes that may

accompany particular affective states, and hence enables

the development of novel measures of these states.

The framework attempts to integrate discrete and

dimensional approaches to the study of emotion, provid-

ing hypotheses for how they interact in a reciprocal

fashion. It illustrates how discrete emotions, sensations

and motivations contribute to core affect, and how core

affect in turn may influence decision-making, including

discrete emotional responses.

The framework brings together all types of affective

states. To date, the study of animal emotions has focused

largely on Q4 affective states such as fear and anxiety,

although there is a substantial literature on the neurobio-

logy of reward processes that underpin Q1 states in

particular, and interest in Q3 states such as depression.

Q2 states have received very little attention and yet their

role in recovery processes and the general well-being of
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animals may be significant (cf. Porges 2001). Moreover,

these different states have generally been studied indepen-

dently with little reference to each other, or to how they

may interact. The framework encourages us to investigate

them as a whole and to understand how the animal may

move between states according to experience.

The framework emphasizes that affective states are

strongly influenced by the organism’s environment and

its experiences within it. It suggests how environmental

events can profoundly alter affective state.

By taking a functional perspective on the structure of

core affective states (cf. Nesse 2000, 2004, 2005;

Carver 2001), the framework allows us to make predic-

tions about the types of situation that will lead to a

particular affective state, and also the sorts of response

that may be a good indicator of that affective state. In par-

ticular, the framework emphasizes the role of longer term

mood states in decision-making processes. We believe that

the links between affective and cognitive processes, which

have been extensively studied in humans, have an impor-

tant role to play in furthering our understanding of, and

ability to assess, affective states in animals.
We thank Richard Parker for discussing these topics with us,
Lorenz Gygax and another, anonymous, referee for their
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